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C R E AT I O N S
Carpet livens up a living room and creates atmosphere. This applies to both carpets and rugs.
Our carpets are functional and effective on hard floors, such as
parquet or stone, as a stylish eye-catcher and feel-good island.
They are at the heart of interior design, being robust and suitable
for use in buildings.
Discover a new variety of designs and colours - with no minimum
order.
Each carpet is available in four sizes:

90 × 135 cm
120 × 180 cm
160 × 240 cm
200 × 300 cm

Click here
to download the
„rug CREATIONS“
brochure as a PDF.

Hotel Kurhaus salinenparc
The 4-star Kurhaus Design Boutique Hotel offers 30 modern Hotel Design Suites and 15 perfectly furnished
Penthouse Suites in the heart of Westphalia in the central and idyllic spa gardens of Bad Westernkotten.
The Hotel Kurhaus Salinenparc in Bad Westernkotten is located on the Kurpromenade with
direct access to the town with a thermal salt
bath. Beauty and wellness facilities are also in
the immediate vicinity of the extensive Kurpark
with two grading towers.

During renovations and conversions, 1500 m²
were equipped with a durable carpet, AP quality
1050 ZR in a cool Zebra pattern.
The interior is decorated in a neoclassical style
that is still popular today for its timeless elegance. The furniture is typically made of dark
wood and beautiful decorations, floors of marble and stone as well as contrasting carpets
with large patterns. Large and richly adorned
mirrors, works of art and ornamental mouldings decorate walls and ceilings.

Follow us!

We’ll take the next step! On our social media platforms, Facebook, Instagram and Linkedin, you will find
exciting news about current projects as well as inspiration from our numerous collections.
It’s worth taking a look!

Our next project: B2B Portal - Order custom-made carpets conveniently online. Fast & easy! For contact and
access please email: b2b@halbmond.de
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